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Suspect
questioned
for thefts
Marianne Wefendorf
m2an3Je@aula*n
WSU's police department is
investigating a rcccnt theft spree that
occurred in both University Hall and
Milieu Hall.
These crimes took place on
Wednesday. March 24. 2004 at
approximately 11:30 a.m. when a
person or persons entered office
complexes within these buildings
and removed many unsecured purses. pocketbooks and other personal
property.
"We believe that the person,
probably with an accomplice.
entered the office complex and just
walked down the hall slipping into
open and unattended offices grabbing purses and probably stuffing
them in a book bag." said Lieutenant
Jane Bird of the WSU police department. "People in these offices are so
focused on their own jobs that they
don't notice everyone else and many
people blend together. In such a free
and open campus, people blend in
and you don't know who doesn't
belong there," she said.
According to the police
department, employees within the
offices noticed a suspicious person
wandering around and were able to
give a description of the suspect.
The suspect was described as an
African American male in his mid to
late 20s. He was also approximately
5*6" and was wearing a red NBA
76ers jacket, red bandana, and was
wearing headphones and carrying a
yellow legal pad.
A suspect matching this
description was found boarding a
RTA bus outside of the Student
Union around ten minutes after the
thefts occurred. The suspect was
"Theft" continued on page 4

Sikh community speaks out
on religious differences
Marianne Wefendorf
M2arfjie@aolcom
The Sikh religion is just one of
many religions that are represented at
Wright State University, and Sameep
Singh, president of the Sikh Student
Association, said that he would like the
WSU community to have a better
understanding of his religion
"People who are not familiar
with the distinctive quality of Sikh turban often get mistaken. Outward
appearance of sporting a beard and
wearing a turban may result in mistaken identity. Many Sikhs have become
the victims of hate crimes. Two days
after the tragedy of September 11 th a
Sikh man was shot dead. Many more
cases of hate crimes have been reported
since then. It is very important for people to understand that 99 percent of
people with turbans in U.S. are Sikhs.
This challenge has been compounded
since a l e r the September 11th tragedy,
and the media repeatedly showing
images of terrorists with turbans and
beards. Often people get confused and
have hard time understanding that all
of us who wear turbans and sport
beards are not related to Osama Bin
Laden, and all who have a colored skin
are not aliens" Singh said.
"Five hundred years ago Guru

"People who are not familiar with the distinctive quality of Sikh turban often get
mistaken."
-Sameep

Singh

Nanak laid down the foundation for the
Sikh religion. His message spread
throughout the North Indian region of
Punjab, and beyond. Nanak urged people to seek out the true religious path, a
path of truthful living and devotion to
the one God," said Singh.
>
Sikhs believe there is only one

<From left to right) Tejdiyp Singh, treasurer, Santeep Singh, president, and Simarpreet Singh,
member, prepare for " I tusakhi," ihe Sikh Sew Year, which nil! he ce!e!>rated on Tuesday, Aprd IX
God and that he is the creator of all
universe. "In equality of mankind,
equal status of men and women, freedom and justice for all. leading a truthful life, respect for all religions, the
purpose of human life in Sikhism is to
lead an exemplary existence, seek God.
and be united with Him. The ultimate
goal of a Sikh is to merge with the
Supreme Soul and become free from
the cycle of birth and rebirth." said
Singh.
Singh said that although the
Sikh religion shares some beliefs with
Hindu. Islam. Christianity, and
Judaism, it is a distinct religion with its
own unique and divine scripture, the
Guru Granth Sahib (the Holy Book).
The holy text was written in
poetry by the Gurus and without the
use of intermediates. According to Sikh
belief, no religion is superior or inferior. All religions are leading to one God.
if followed truthfully and with equal

respect to all humankind. Throughout
history, Sikhs have been committed to
religious harmony and interfaith cooperation. Guru Nanak was loved by
Hindus and Muslims alike. The Ninth
Guru, Guru Tegh Bahadur, sacrificed
his life for the right of the Hindus to
wear the sacred thread and the saffron
mark on their forehead, even though he
did not believe in those rituals himself.
On April 13 there will be an
exhibition on the Sikh faith and culture, sponsored by the AHNA Center
and beginning at 4:30 p.m. in the Multipourpose Room. The ever aims to
improve awareness of students, faculty
and invited guests of the Sikh culture
and faith as part of ongoing efforts to
understand diversity of cultures that
brings richness to the community.
Members of the press and public are
invited. For more information, contact
Tejdeep Singh Rattan (937)-369-7843
or Sameep Singh (937)-626-4849.
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Crime

dSpotes
TIIEFT/LARCENY
March 30: A faeult\ member in
Rike ilall pursued a suspect thai
had taken items, (he suspect si' 1
sequent!) dropped the items am.
continued running
April 2: A cell phone and S50
was taken from a unsecured foot
locker in the men's locker room at
the Student Union
TELEPHONE HARASSMENT
March 30: Multiple obscene
phone calls were placed to Dunbar
Library
RAPE BY FORCE
Rrandi Steiner, #24. prepares tofielda hall in the II SI' sofftull name against the I ni i ersin- of II h

April 3: Officers dispatched in
refrence to a past sexual assault
complaint
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www.TheGuardianOnline.com
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International travel secure for
WSU students studying overseas
Marianne Welendorf
M2aigue@aoLcori

WSU is among universities all over
the nation which arc securing the safety of
students tliat arc traveling abroad.
The Suite Department has recently
released their concerns regarding international travel for students. According to the State
Department, more than 2.500 Americans arc
arrested abroad each year.
The State Department said they want
students to undcistand the laws, customs and
standards of each country they arc visiting.
Alcohol lias become a problem for U.S. citizens traveling abroad. In many countries
being intoxicated is a crime and students

believe (hat authorities overlook such conduct or that they arc immunefrom;irrest
because they arc American citizens. According to the Suite Department all American
must obey the laws of the county they visit
and tliose who break the laws can face
prison sentences.
"We do many things to ensure safety."
said Maricy Schmitz. director of the
exchange mid study abroad programs in the
university center tor international education.
No WSU students have ever been arrested
while studying overseas. "We have a mandatory orientations, we emphasize Itealth and
safety and the faculty members traveling
with students arc very knowledgeable to
give advice to students as to what areas they

New tanning salon
puts students at risk
• On campus
salon promotes
fashion trends
over health
Rebecca BrutbyrrJa
&ufaynsfc3@wrigtitedu
As summer is quickly approaching. the opening of the Wright Spot
tanning salon in the honors dorm has
stirred up controversy on campus.
Members of the community have spoken out about the unnecessary health
risks that are being promoted to students by having a tanning salon in the
college dormitories.
"Only negatives" can be brought
by having the Wright Spot tanning
salon on campus, said Michael Leffak.
professor of biochemistry. "From a
molecular genetics point of view, the
type of light that leads to DNA damage
leads to cancer,"
John Turchi. associate professor
of molecular biology and biochemistry,
has been studying for years how to
repair DNA pathways. "We do research
that fix pathways in your cells that fix
UV damage." he said. "We know from
20 years of research that certain lights
cause skin cancer. It depends on the
type of light that you are using. Ultraviolet is the most dangerous.
According to the American Cancer Society, the risk of cancer is doubled in people under the age of 35 if

•

'We have a mandatory orientations, we emphasize health and
safety and thefaculty members
traveling with students are very
knowledgeable."

~Marity Schmitz

shouldn't go
Tlie Suite Department also stresses
safety concents. Many students have died in
automobile accidents, fallsfromhotel balconies. drowning in oceans or pools, as well
as motor-sports mishaps. In addition, many
other students haw beenrobbedor sexually

assaulted by walking alone in dark unknown
areas. They said it is crucial that young
Americans be aware ofrisksas they enjoy
their time abroad.
To keep WSU students safe, there are
places that students are not permitted \> travel within the study abroad program. iTtere
arc places we will not send students because
of safety concerns," said Schmitz. "We are
no longer sending students to Israel or other
places where safety is a problem."
Some travel tips issued by the Suite
Department include having a valid passport,
leaving copies of your passport and credit
cards at home, making sure insurance covers
traveling abroad, avoiding the use of illicit
dmgs or excessive drinking and always
understanding the local laws ;ind customs.

they use tanning beds.
"A tanning salon at the university
is a good idea." said Fonda Buellow,
bookkeeper for the Wright Spot tanning
salon. "The performance 240 model
tanning bed we call our ultra because it
is so big and tans so fast. The kids love
it."
Although many students are still
using this tanning salon, many experts
are stressing the short term and long
term damage that they can expect due
to tanning. "Tanning is not safer than
the sun." said Samia Borchcr. a WSU
alumnus who was named outstanding

"If it causes cancer, why
put it in the university?"
~Alicia Townsend
dermatologist of the year in 2001 by
the Ohio Dermatological Association
"Besides causing skin cancer, tanning
ages youth and gives sun spots." She
said she has seen time and time again
skin cancer in young people due to
their tanning bed use.
"If it causes cancer, why put it in
the university?" said Alicia Townsend.
"God gave you your skin color for a
reason. You shouldn't damage it."
Borchcr said that there are
processes that help to prevent pre-eancers from developing into cancers
which include "spraying chemicals on
the skin." She has developed RAYS
(Raising Awareness about Your Skin),
an educational program to address skin
cancer in schools.

tkiuty Myers, ctt-owner ofthe Wright Spot tanning salon, said they plan on ad\erti\ing their servic
es during the May Daze festivities by hating a thy hand.

Ultra-violet and skin cancer facts
http://www.sunprotected.com/skin-cancer-uv-radiation.htm
-The incidence of malignant melanoma, the most deadly form of
skin cancer, has increased 1,800% since 1930.
-One in five Americans will contract skin cancer.
-Approximately 1.3 million new cases of skin cancer will be diagnosed during this year.
-One in five Americans will contract skin cancer.

www.TheGuardianOnline.com
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DIY tattoos leave
students at risk
iacquefine Sansavra
JaddeSans@yahooxoi n

Artist applying Americanflagtattuout diem

Share The Guardian
with a friend
www.theguardianonline.com
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Recently there has been a grow ing trend among teens and young
adults to take it upon themselves in
getting a tattoo or body piereing. While
it may seem like a good idea, many are
not aware of" the hazards coneerning
this procedure if done incorrectly, said
Chad Wells, tattoo artist at Glen Scott's
Tattoos on Fifth Street.
"I've been a professional tattoo
artist for 11 years."' said Wells. "Kids
arc flying by the scat of their pants.
Even if they don't get infected initially,
they don't understand proper aftercare
procedures."
Sharing needles can contract
everything from hepatitis to the common cold, said Wells. "You are at risk
for any basic infection. Doing tattoos
with inks and dyes that are not necessarily made for use in the body. There
can be bacteria in just the ink itself
rather than the previous person."
Lauren Ellis, senior nursing
major, said she realizes the risks in
homemade body art and prefers it done
by professionals. "I would rather get it
professionally done because the tattoo
parlors I go to use autoclaves, which
mean they use clean materials." said
Ellis. "I am at . aid of getting Hepatitis
and HIV; I want clean materials. I want
it to look good, professionally done,
not like a jailhouse tattoo."
While contracting HIV is a common concern to have when receiving a
tattoo, it is highly difficult, said Wells.
"HIV is hard to transmit that way
because the blood is on the outside of
the needle rather than in a vacuum like
apparatus such as a syringe."
"When I had my naval pierced

•

On behalf of the WSU Police Department:

UNIVERSITY POLICE
Community Survey 2004
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\
/
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1 800 TAX 1060

when I was I8. I chose to get it professionally done because you get a better
sense of safety and quality when a professional docs it," said Alecia Jarvis,
graduate student. "I would never trust a
kid with a safety pin."
Sometimes self-piercings could
be more harmful than homemade tattoos. said Wells. "Generally with piercings. 'do it yourselfers' use everything
from safety pins to whatever. They are
not always the cleanest things in the
world. Safety pins are coated in flake
paint, and the metal could wear off and
go into the body and you could get different lead poisonings and/or metallic
poisonings. You are open to all sorts of
infections, using bad materials in a not
very sterile setting."

P l a c e your
c l a s s i f i e d ad i n
t h e Guardian
today.

775-5537
-Thefts'* continued from page I

questioned and searched, but no
stolen items were found and he was
released.
"Right after the theft we had
five officers and even the captain
digging through dumpsters and
hunting around campus for the personal property that the thief may
have discarded." said Bird. "We've
also implemented the help of Miami
Township. Beavcrcreek and Fairborn policc departments. Miami
Township has a financial crime unit
and they are watching to see if anyone tries to use the stolen credit
cards."
Currently, the police department has no tips, no leads and no
silent witness reports filed online.
"It's very weird that we've found
nothing, we even have the people
who empty the trash looking daily
for discarded items." said Bird.
The WSU police department
said they arc encouraging students
and employees to not be a good target for future crimes. Some ways in
which people can do this is to be
aware of the people around them,
especially strangers, and secure all
belongings at all times. In addition,
they also recommend the WSU
community to not carry personal
financial information with them.
11 anyone does see suspicious
activity the police department wants
the witness to w rite down a detailed
description of the person or persons
and call the office at (937) 7752111. Anonymous tip can be left at
www.wright.edu admin/safety-

News
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ROX curbs use with scheduled hours
Erin Thor

1han<&

tedu

On.
lost commonly used
compute.
at VVSU is Raider
Online Expt
.herwise known as
RO. v : however, many people within
the W ' J community have recently
voiced .heir concerns with the hours in
which ROX is open.
Currently ROX is available Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. until
midnight. Saturday from 7 a.m. until 7
p.m. and Sunday from noon to midnight. The primary objection to these
hours is due to the fact that many stu-

WSU finds
struggle with
disorders
Jacquefcie Sareavera
JaddeSans@yahooxom

According to WSU's student health
services, with more than 17,000 students
attending WSU, eating disorders arc u hidden struggle that one out of every five
college students suffers from.
The percentage ratio of women to men
is around 85 percent to 15 percent, said
Wendy McGonigal. director of student
health services. "Unfortunately it is much
more of a female issue," said McGonigal.
A female WSU student who wishes to
remain anon ymous said she didn't even
realize she had a disorder until friends and
family became increasingly concerned. "I
lost 20 pounds in a year, and I wasn't even
that big to Hegin with. I had noticed my
appetite was smaller than it used to be, but
I just thought I was really busy, and it was
really easy to believe myself," she said. "It
wasn't until my friends and family became
very adamant on my health that I realized
it may have been a problem." I'm working
on myself now, she said. I'm taking it day
by day. It's a lot harder to gain weight than
I ever imagined.
While there arc many known eating
disorders, they are all derivations of
anorexia, bulimia and overeating, according to ANRED online, and 10 percent of
sufferers are male.
"I spent so much time wanting to control so much that I lost control of everything," said one male WSU student who
wishes to remain anonymous. I used to be
an overeater, and to correct myself I went
to the whole other side of the spectrum, he
said. You never sci.n to sec men with this
problem, and I didn't think anything of it
until my girlfriend mentioned I was getting
skinny. I've been getting counseling, and
I'm working on it.
"I strongly recommend counseling,"
said McGonigal. "Here at Student Health
we work with mainly physical side effects
of the disease, electrolyte disorders, oral
problems, that Sort of thing. I don't think
anyone can be cured without treatment."
According to ANRED online, up to 20
percent of people with serious eating disorders will die if they do not seek treatment. However, that number falls to
around 2 or 3 percent with treatment.

dents and faculty members are not able
to gain access to the system during the
scheduled hours.
"Quite often on weekends I was
unable to check schedules on ROX,"
said Chaochcng Huang, associate professor of mathematics and statistics.
"When we depend more and more on
e-services, it is vitally important that
the service is available 24/7."
Joe Slater, associate professor of
mechanical and materials engineering,
voiced similar concerns with the time
availability of ROX. "My students and
I arc trying to find out who's teaching
what and where online but are stuck
referencing a paper copy of the schedule," he said.
Looking up information for class
schedules can be much easier online,
but it is hard when the system constantly shuts down. "A primary advantage
of such a system is the ease of availability to everybody. Turning it r :T any
period of time undermines this advantage," said Slater.
Although faculty and students are
complaining. Scott Rife, systems consultant for the computing and telecommunications office, said that it is necessary for ROX to shut down each night.
The system that WSU uses is older and
requires batch processing and backups
that do not easily allow for continual

Disappointed students have been turned anxtyfromacessing information from ROX due to their
limited hours ofoperation.
online processing. "CaTS has worked
hard to extend the life of these older
systems as long as reasonably possible,
which includes the development of
ROX. and realizes the compromises
that we've had to accept along the
way." said Rife.
With the older system being the
reason for ROX's scheduled hours,
many students still feel that the system
does not work with the needs of the
students. "It bothers me that late at
night ROX is not available, because

sometimes I need to use it," said Eric
Heinrich. a mechanical engineering
major. He, along with other students,
would like to see the ROX system
remain on longer at night to accommodate the students whose schedules do
not permit them to view ROX during
its current hours.
WSU is now working on a systems
replacement project that will reinstate
all of the core applications, said Rife.
This in turn will allow a longer window of availability for ROX.

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER JOB?
W E NEED PEOPLE TO
PAINT AND C L E A N
STUDENT HOUSING
W E ' L L G I V E YOU...
• FREE HOUSING IN THE
WOODS
• FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT,
.ABOVE MINIMI <M WAGE
• COMPLETION BONUS A'TEND
OF SUMMER
• EARN U E I Q S3,000.00!!!'

Applications may be
picked up at any of the
Community Offices:
College Park, Village.
Woods, Hamilton Hall,
or the Office of Residence Services (FLCC).
Prospective employees
must attend an
Informational Meeting
either Tuesday,
April 27th, at 7 p.m.
or Wednesday,
April 28th, at 7 p.m.
in the Second Floor Lounge
of Hawthorn Hall.
For further information,
contact Jim, Chuck or
Robyn at 775-4141/3081.
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Opinion

The. ruth about conservatism
Greg Murphy
Sotrfxxnore Economy . Major
Mwphy.74@mi^iLedu
Last week Mr. Shea asserted in an
opinion piece that "social" conservatives oppose gay marriage, that "traditional" conservatives oppose an
amendment banning gay marriage,
and hinted that perhaps conservatives
may not be "freethinking." With all of
these adjectives floating around. I
believe it is a good idea to actually
define conservatism.
Real conserv atism is based upon the
fundamental principle of freedom,
which many don't seem to take the
time to understand. Freedom is diametrically opposed to a government
any larger than absolutely necessary
to keep us safe from force or fraud
whether foreign or domestic Every
dollar in your back pocket was pur-

chased with part of your life. You
traded part of yourself, your time or
creative energy, for an agreed upon
wage. Every dime, other than that
which is absolutely necessary, should
stay for you to spend as you sec fit.
You have earned it.

"the rich keep getting
richer /because/ they
make choices that make
them rich...poor people
will continue to he poor
/because/ they continue
to make poor decisions "

ment in the latter.
All of this being said. President
Bush is by no means a conservative.
Government spending has grown at an
almost unprecedented rate. According
to a study by the Heritage f-'oundation
(http: www.hcriiage.org/Re.search/Hu
dget bgl710.cfm). under Bill Clinton
the average growth of spending per
year was 3.4%. mostly thanks to a
Republican Congress that stood up for
what it believed in. Over the past two
years the U.S. Congress approved a
budget that has increased spending by
over 14%. totaling a staggering 2.15
trillion dollar federal budget. Some
would argue that new defense spending is the cause for that, but only a little over half of all new spending w as
for defense and national security. The
rest of that money going to things like
farm subsidies, corporate welfare, and
pet pork barrel projects.
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In the free society that conservatism
envisions, the labor of some is going
to be worth more than others. Some
people will make good choices and be
well rewarded; others will make bad
choices and suffer the consequences.
In short, the reason that the rich keep
getting richer by and large is that they
continue to make the choices that
make them rich. The reason that poor
people will continue to be poor by and
large is that they continue to make
poor decisions. We can look at
decades of the war on poverty and see
that all of the social spending in the
l,
-orId will never change that. To
penalize people for success is wrong
and stifles economic growth. To take
money from one group of people and
give it to another is government sanctioned thievery and only serves to
retard innovation and induce resentment in the former group, and produce stagnation and a sense of entitle-
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Rt jilding contracts must be shared
Steven M. >.ood
Freshman

Dear Editor,
The United States should allow a'l
countries to be equally represented in
the bidding for contracts to rebuild
Iraq. Although the moral of "The Little Red Hen," in which no country
will benefit from the rebuilding of
Iraq if they opposed the United States
entering war, seems appealing, we
must keep another moral in mind: forgive and forget. Denying France, Russia, and Germany opportunities to bid
on Iraq reconstruction projects without first trying to work out some sort
of agreement, could be taking the easy
way out of a delicate situation. The
dangers of rejecting these countries
would be twofold: alienating our allies
and the appearance of American impe-

rialism.

The more wc shun the countries
that opposed us, the more resentment
that they build up, as we are alienating them from the opportunities that
other countries receive. Canada has
already been permitted to bid on contracts, despite openly opposing the
war on Iraq, making the bi»n even
more contradictory since Russia, Germany, and France still are not allowed
to bid. If we continue to deny other
countries equal opportunities for bids,
then excluding them could appear as
if wc are singling-out these countries
for punishment and isolating ourselves. By doing this we face great
danger of rejection if we ever need
their help. If we faced an international
crisis, we would need as many allies
as possible, to neutralize a potentially
disastrous situation. However, due to
isolating ourselves, these countries
many not help us. Therefore, banning
these countries from obtaining con-
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tracts would not be worth it; diplomacy works better if all the countries are
able to negotiate freely.
Just because these countries spoke
out, against our invading Iraq, doesn't
mean they are against us. If our allies

"Iraqis will sec /reconstructionJ as American
imperialism and the
United States trying to
overtake them."

were just yes-men and agreeing with
ever/thing we say, w e would not be
corrected when we are wrong. This
may lead to our own demise, as we

would continue to perform erroneous
acts. Therefore, we need to put our
pride aside and listen to our allies, as
they wouldn't just disagree with us on
unreasonable grounds.
Giving only American companies
the contracts in Iraq may cause deeper
feelings of anti-Americanism in the
Middle East. The Iraqi people already
want us out of the country; if we stick
around and allow the American corporations to do most of the rebuilding, I
fear that Iraqis will see this as American imperialism and the United States
trying to overtake them. We need to
distribute the contracts, giving all
countries a fair opportunity to be a
part of the rebuilding of Iraq. In fact,
politics demand that we distribute the
contracts in order to keep healthy relations with other countries. I urge [the
government] to reanalyze this ban and
not let pride get in the way of good
judgment.
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WSU rolls out the red carpet
jcheie Ditto
cMto^@wriBhtedu
Becky Bnicbyiiski
BrutbynskL3@wrightedu

performance, attendees were able to
enter for the chance to win a plasma
screen television from Morris Home
Furnishings.

A night of music, theater and art
It was a black tie affair. WSU
recently held its 5th annual Arts Gala
in the Creative \rts Center to raise
money for programs and scholarships
for talented WSU students.
Attendees were offered valet parking and entered the Creative Arts Ccn
ter on a red carpet under a white

An-In-Progress
Other activities going on during the
Arts Gala included a silent auction in
the art gallery, which also contained
Charles Cajori's art exhibit. "Drawings
from the Perception V."
Also sprinkled throughout the CAC
were artists who created art right
before the attendees' eyes. One included visual art printmaking student
Matthew Burgy.
He said the Arts
Gala "definitely
gave me job
opportunities for
portraits from art
connaisscurs at
the g J a . "

(On Rif-lu anil BeUnv) Sick I erinaperforms "Grease Lighting"during tribute lathe 1950b era.
In the Grease Room, attendants
could dine on carved prime rib. oven
roasted potatoes. Chcvany rolls, pizza
and popcorn. During the social hour,
appetizers such as jumbo shrimp, olive
tapenada and vegetables with dip were
also offered for attendants to peruse.
There were also a few cash bars.
Alphonso Smith, an Arts Gala 2004
Community Host Committee member,
said the annual gala is an "excellent
opportunity to show off talent and
raise scholarship money."
Goldenberg also said that the Arts
Gala patronage this year "grew from
about 450 to 600 some this year."
Goldenberg added that the gala is "taking off like wild (Ire. People arc appreciating it all over the community."

The Dayton
Philharmonic

canopy adorned with gold lights.
"When I walked into the Creative Arts
Center there were trumpets playing,"
said attendee Ted Bennett.
About 30 to 40 volunteers from the
theater department helped out with the
event, which transformed the Creative
Arts Center into a place of artistic and
musical expression.
The Grease Room
One event that took place during the
gala was WSU's musical 'ribtite to the
movie Grease. Complete with Pink
Ladies'jackets, poodle skirts, leather
jackets and a dance floor, it was a
happy trip back to the fifties at Rydell
High.
James Dean and Marilyn Monroe
were also in attendance, propped up in
the corners as Rizzo. Knicke and the
cast of Grease worked the room and
added their own personal touches to
the musical. Patti Simcox was running
for prom queen, and her posters as
well as "no street shoes on the gym
floor" decorated the walls.
Theater student Nick Verino gave an
especially lively performance of
"Grease Lightening." "Their performance brought back memories from
when I was little." attendee Debbie
Sharp said.
"It was definitely a good show."
Bcnnct said. Along with enjoying the

Music was
also in the air.
"We stopped in
for several performances from
the Dayton Philharmonic." attendee
Dave Deptula said. "It was very enjovable."
"The woodwind performance was
fabulous." attendee Sally Stevens said.
"Marion Schuster did the conducting.
She was really interesting. Every year
they have a guest conductor, and this
ye i it was [Schuster]."
In addition to the instrumental performances. the musical "Nine" was
also performed, it was complete with brightly painted
backdrops and many flower
arrangements. "Nine" singer
Samantha Scrvas showcased
her soft and romantic whispcry voice. President Dr.
Kim Goldenberg said
Samantha Scrvas's performance from "Nine" was "the
best thing oft Broadway."
Jambalaya & Jazz
It wouldn't have been an
arts party without food and
drinks. While attendants
were listening to the jazz
show sponsored by WHIOTV. they were offered New
Orleans style cuisine that
consisted of Jambalaya.
crab cakes and Beef Po'
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Drawing from Perception V and Charles Cajori
MeMaAmett

an^

'-^rfitedu

Ai •
pressionism. This is a
term
,s very little to those of
us outsu.
art world. It's only when
we sec the;. street Expressionism
bv "Ve our very eyes do we really
understand and appreciate its beauty
and complexity. Charles Cajori. a lifelong artist, is an Abstract Expressionist
whose works are in collections in various museums in the United States
including the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York and Hirshhom Museum in Washington IX'.
Now Charles Cajori work is on display at Wright State. Cajori is also the
exhibition juror for (he national juried
drawing exhibition. Drawing from Perception V. The drawing exhibition is a
selection of work drawn from direction
observation and that uses traditional
drawing materials. Cajori will judge the

REVIEW
work in the exhibition.
The Artist

Charles Cajori was born in California in 1921. He studied at Skowhegan
School in Maine. Columbia University
in New York, and the Cleveland School
of Art in Ohio. He was also an educator
at the New York Studio School. At 82
years old. Cajori is still an active part
of the art world.
His Work
Cajori's works depict human beings
and their interaction. He uses a combination of straight harsh lines and sensuous curves that make up women and
men in various poses. There is a discordant harmony to his work. The characters arc neither real nor fake, but something vague and in between. This
allows viewers to interpret the art on a
personal level. The colors in i is paintings are both vibrant and dull, a combination of pastels and dark colors. At
first glance, some of the colors seem
loo different to exist on the uric canvas. but the image they present together
forms a recognizable harmony through
the seeming chaos.
One of the most striking aspects
about Cajori's work is that the people
depicted have expressionless faces.
There are little to know facial features
drawn, merely the suggestion of a face.
Viewers are free to interpret the mood
of these characters and the paintings

Charles <"a/»ri. The Game, (iOx~.S rwlies, 1990-1996.
Galleries Permanent Collection Gallery
from March 28th to May 2nd. The galleries are located in the Creative Arts
Center on campus. Admission is free to
the galleries. For more information call
(937) 775-2978 or visit
www.wright.edu/artgallerics.

themselves. And the mood in each
painting can be bo'h sad and happy at
the same time due to the strange intermix of brilliant colors.
Gallery Details
Charles Cajori's work will be on display in the Wright State University Art

Jersey Girl is a far cry from Jay and Silent Bob
IWchefcr-tto
Dftta2@miehLedu

He wanted ii all.

Like wine, Kevin Smith's movies
have improved with age.
bus he got more

Gone are the bong jokes and catchy
sayings. Neither Jay nor Silent Bob
make an appearance in Smith's latest

he bargained fun

tions.
Aside from the ugly name. Ollie's
love interest. Gertrude Steiney, played by
Jennifer Lopez, is an editor for a book
company. She also has the power to sit
behind a desk and tell people what to do;
only she's a bit nicer about it.
Gertie
A big surprise, the main focus of this
movie is not about getting stoned, about
buying cigarettes or drugs. It's about
love, marriage and family. Told through

REVIEW

Ben Affleck
romantic drama.
Ollie, Gertrude & Pop
Smith brings back one of his favorite
guys, Ben Affleck, to play Ollie Triske, a
guy who does public relations in New
w

w

w

h

e

g

u

a

r

d

But.. .it wouldn't be a Smith movie if
there wasn't a little bit of pom. OOllie
becomes romantically involved with
Mya. former elf Liv Tyler. After one look
at the movie he rents she asks him if she
can use him as fodder for her thesis
about men's obsession with pom.
Even though Jersey Girl is dramatically different from any other of his films,
the complete openness about sex.
Affleck's realistic portrayal of a grieving
husband (and sometimes clueless but
loving father) all have Smith's unique
signature all over them. By the end of
the movie, everyone has done a little bit
of growing up. Kevin Smith included.

the eyes of Ollie's seven-year-old daughter, Gertie, (Raquel Castro) she is a near
clone of Lopez, with her large brown
eyes and bee stung lips. She becomes
Ollie's reason to live after Gertrude dies
while giving birth to her.
Gertie is a spunky and manipulative
for her age; she use* her cuteness to get
what she wants. It's hard for Ollie to say
no to her about anything (aside from the
insistence to see Cats on Broadway and
to rent Dirty Dancing over and over).

York City for budding actors and singers.
Affleck plays a convincing smart-ass
workaholic who sits behind a desk and
spins what he calls "bullshit" for a living.
Ollie occasionally visits his dad, wonderfully played by George Carlin, who
lives in New Jersey and cleans the streets
of the city as a maintenance worker. He's
also the one who takes care of Ollie's
baby after Ollie verbally bashes the
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air at a press conference and kills his career in public relat

A little Smith here, a little there

Directoir, Kevin Smilh
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Student Health Services
Fredrick White Health Center
Call for an appt. 775-2552
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9am-7pm
Fri 8:30am-5pm

LJtl

H

' •

Student Health Services, in collaboration with
Wright State University Pharmacy and Organon
Pharmacueticals are able to provide birth control pills at a cost to students of $7.00 per
month. Student Health Services is able to perform your annual Pap smear, STD testing, and
emergency contraception. Please call and make
an appointment to see the Nurse Practitioner at
775-2552.

Meningitis Center
- Meningococcal d i s e a s e can be devistating
- College f r e s h m e n living in d o r m s are at increased risk
- Vaccination can r e d u c e risk

Get Your Vaccination Today for Only $75
www.wright.edu/students/health/
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STUDENT H E A L T H SERVICES
FREE HIV SCREENING

j
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WSU PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES

Try j S l i e
Sjiutwes
this week.

Caite Post
Nursing Major-

ROUTE 1
7:30
7:40
7:50
8:00
8:10
8:20
8:30
8:40
8:50
9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20
12:30
12:50
1:10

—

MON- - T H U R S . UNTIL 1 0 : 0 5 P M / FRI. U N T I L 6 : 0 5 P M

1:30
1:40
1:50
2:00
2.10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:50
3:00
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50
6:10
6:30
6:50
7:10
7:30
7:50
8:10
8:30
8:50
9:10
9:30
9:50

7:35
7:45
7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10:55
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25
12:35
12:55
1:15
ROUTE 2
ALL

"I have ridden
the shuttles
many times
and they 're
very
convenient!"

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
°ARK
HALL / S I J LANE
7:15
7:18
7:22
8:00
8:03
8:07
8:45
8:48
8:52
9:30
9:37
9:33
10:15
10:18
10:22
11:00
11:03
11:07
11:45
11:48
11.52
12:30
12:33
12:37
1:15
1:18
1:22
2:07
2:00
2:03
2:45
2:48
2:52
3:30
3:33
3:37
4:15
4:18
4:22
5:00
5:03
5:07
5:45
5:48
5:52
6:30
6:33
6:37

MONDAY
TIMES LISTED

-

FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 P M

ARE DEPARTURE

HONORS
DORM
VILLAGE
7:26
7:30
8:11
8:15
8:56
9:00
9:41
9:45
10:26
10:30
11:11
11:15
11:56
12:00
12:41
12:45
1:26
1:30
2:11
2:15
2:56
3:00
3:45
3:41
4:26
4:30
5:11
5:15
6:00
5:56
6:41
6:45

TIMES

WOODS MILLETT
PINE HAL I HALL
7:35
7:40
8:20
8:25
9:05
9:10
9:50
9:55
10:35
10:40
11:20
11:25
12:05
12:10
12:50
12:55
1:35
1:40
2:20
2:25
3:05
3:10
3:50
3:55
4:35
4:40
5:20
5:25
6:05
6:10
6:50
6:55

ROUTE 3 — SATURDAYS ONLY
ALL TIMES LISTED ARC DEPARTURE TIMES
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE HONORS
WOODS
H A L L / S L I LANE
PARK
DORM
VILLAGE PINE HALL
2:00
2:05
2:10
2:15
2:20
2:25
3:15
3.00
3:05
3:10
3:20
3:25
4:00
4:10
4:05
4:15
4:20
4:25

»••••

•••*•*

•••—

6:25
6:30
6:35
7:30
7:25
7:35
8:25*
8:30*
8:35*
•DROP OFF ONLY - NO PICKUPS

;0f

DEPART MCLIN G>
7:45
1:45
7:55
1:55
8:05
2:05
8:15
2:15
8:25
2:25
8:35
2:35
8:45
2:45
8:55
2:55
9:05
3:05
9:15
3:15
9:25
3:25
9:35
3:45
9:45
4:05
9:55
4:25
10:05
4:45
10:15
5:05
10:25
5:25
10:35
5:45
10:45
6:05
10:55
6:25
11:05
6:45
11:15
7:05
11:25
7:25
11:35
7:45
11:55
8:05
12:15
8:25
12:35
8:45
12:45
9:05
1:05
9:25
1:25
9:45
10:05

1:35
1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15
3.35
3:55
4:15
4:35
4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55
6:15
6:35
6:55
7:15
7:35
7:55
8:15
8:35
8:55
9:15
9:35
9:55

••••••

6:40
6:45
7:40
7:45
8:40*
8:45*
FOR THESE RUNS

•••••-

6:50
7:50
8:50*

NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 AND 2.
$1 CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE).

LOT 20

•••—
******
......
******
•*•**•
3:15
4:00
4:45
5:30
6:15

******

MEIJER
2:35
3:35
4:35

******

7:00
8:00
9:00-

MCLIN
GYM
7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11:35
12:20
1:05
1:50
2:35
3:20
4:05
4:50
5:35
6:20

******

MALL
FOOD CT
2:50
3:50
4:50

**«**•
7:15
8:15
9:30
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Wright State University participates in Habifest 2004
Mchetp
Dtto?
"Can

some change?"

me appreciation for what 1 do have."
Diller added.
Senior biology major Cynthia
Williams also braved the cold. "It was
an interesting experience... we were
rained out while we were playing
cards." W illiams said. "It was hard to
sleep on the concrete, we were soaking
wet and didn't have shelter." she added.
"It made me appreciate that I have a
home to go home to."

Respite the v, xl. rain and chilly temperaiu "s. about 12 WSU students experienced what it is like to spend a night in
a cardboard box as part of Habitat for
Humanity's Habifest.
Senior Karen Nagcl. president of the
student chapter of 1 labitat for 1 luiranity,
The Proceeds
said that Habifest is a day that colleges
and high schools across the country use
While on the quad, the students also
to "advocate the need to eliminate
took up a collection for Habitat for
poverty housing."
Humanity International, an organization
that has built over 150.000 houses
Boxes on the Quad
around the world. Habitat for Humanity
has also helped provide housing for over
Junior Biology major Andy Oilier
750.000 people, according to the organiwas one of the people who spent the
zation's website, www.habitat.org.
night on the quad. An active member of
"Even though it was freezing.' was
Habitat for Humanity since he was a
still glad to be out here to help people
freshman. Diller said that "it was very
realize that there is a need, and that
cold, very windy and very wet. ..but it
every penny counts." Nagcl said. "It
gave me good insight as to what it
may not be much, but maybe it'll help
would be like to be homeless. It gave
buy a nail [for a house)." she added.

P'Jt

yourself
Into some
summer
classes at
Columbus
State, and
put yourself
ahead next
fall.

There's a way to improve
your grades next fall that
blows away PDAs, the
Internet, tutors, or dating
a good note-taker.
While y o u ' r e h o m e this
summer, just knock off
a few core graduation
requirements or major
prerequisites at
C o l u m b u s State.
Our short term c o u r s e s
let you d o a full credit
class in a m o n t h to six

(left ut Right) Courtney (iriff in, Kristin Halts. Mary Swwpanik, ,\ick Bttsluy, Karen SageL

weeks, s o you might
b e able to squeeze in a
couple courses.
We've got your back o n
credit transfers too. Our
academic advisors will
s h o w you the ropes on
getting all those h o u r s
to hit your transcript.
Call u s o r visit o u r website for more information
o n taking s u m m e r
c o u r s e s at Columbus

Convenient
Campus
Centers
Dublin
Gahanna
Goodale (£le\ (rtc.il
tholes Center)
Downtown
Main Campus
Marysville
Southeast
southwest

Apply and register now
at www.cscc.edu
1-800-621-6407
614 287-5353

COLUMBUS STATE
y Community''I

Education that WORKS.
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Mamma

Break

Of t>ay

ByNate Fakes

'BOY.SOA-YOU
LM. YOU'VE BE£K
^oEEt> TO GET
REAL EMCOUR^MS
THWGS TOGETHER! T>ftD/WHEK> I T00V
BAT5 TOB,WO tAOKiEY, MY FIRST STEP- •.
A)0 VI1FE.'/
YOU T W t P ME?;

Dear Mamma Souffle,
I caught my boyfriend cheating on me with my suitcmatc last
week. I'm absolutely devastated by it. The worst part is that they
don't know that I know. I keep hoping that they'll confess what
they're doing so that I don't have to confront them. I'm afraid of
confrontation. Now I just don't know what to do. I'm really hurt and
angry. I definitely want to g"t back at both of them, but I'm not sure
how. Nothing like this has ever happened to me before. I'm not really good friends with my suitemate. but I never guessed that she
would do something like this to me. Please help.
Sincerely,
The Betrayed
Dear Betrayed,
I'm so sorry for your terrible situation. Nothing is worse than
being cheated on. It's a shame that we can only converse through the
written word. There are lots of things that I would like to tell you in
person. The first of which is how to recognize the kind of guy
who'll cheat. They're pretty easy to identify.
Now let's get down to business. I know you're feeling wounded
and depressed, but you really should be happy. You definitely have
the upper hand in the situation and heads will roll once you're
through evac»ing your revenge. Since neither your suitemate nor
your boyfriend know that you arc aware of their little indiscretion,
you'll be able to circulate between them and do all sorts of nasty
things to tliem that they'll never realize are coming from you.
Your first area of attack should be the suitemate. I can only hope
that she is taking the pill as a means of birth control. I would recommend replacing her pills with sugar pills that you can purchase from
your local pharmacy. Be careful not to get caught doing this little
exchange because it might land you in serious trouble, but the anxiety it will cause might be well worth it. You be the judgw
When people cheat, sex is generally the main reason why. So
attacking your enemies sex lives will be the best. There are all sorts
of ways that you can make their sexual activities difficult. I would
recommend giving your boyfriend a pill that enhances libido in men.
You could always tell him that it's a headache medicine or a mindaltering drug if he's into that sort of thing. Now these sexual
enhancement drugs are designed for older men. The results in
younger men are much more extreme since they generally arc not in
need on any improvement in their libido. The results will make for a
painful and embarrassing evening for your cheating boyfriend. Just
make sure when you give him the pill that he isn't planning on
spending the night with you. but rather with your treacherous suitemate.
Your second course of action should be to find a new boyfriend
right away. Just make sure that you don't tell your cheating
boyfriend about it. This will give the cheating boyfriend a good
healthy dose of his own medicine and you'll be all prepared to move
on with your new boyfriend oncc your old one goes down in flames.
And ren.ember, as my ole' Grand Pappy Souffle used to say.
"Sometimes you've got to castrate the bull to get its complete attention."

Mamma Souffle

reporters & editors
news
features
sports
op-ed
copy editor
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Rait s start league play on the right foot
Solid pile, ling and hitting produce three wins over Detroit-Mercy
kahBvte
BurteJW@wrighLedu
The men's baseball opened Horizon League play with a four game
weekend series against the University
of Detroit-Mercy this past week, winning three and losing one.
On Friday the men won convincingly by a margin of 13-2. In both the
second and third innings the men were
able to put four points on the board,
allowing for an easy afternoon. The
scoring started in the second inning
when Jack Leopard was hit by a pitch,
scoring Pat Masters from third base.
The inning ended with two sacrifice
flies and an RBI single that pushed the
score to 4-0. In total the Raiders provided 16 hits, scoring in five innings.
Masters finished the day three-forfive, scoring three runs. Chris Coleman
and Matt Barhorst provided two hits
each an'' two RBI's each. Leopard and
Ross Vagedes also provided two hits
apiece.
Sophomore Chris Snyder got the
start on the mound for the Raiders and
lasted seven innings, allowing three
hits, walking one and striking out five
in the victory.
Saturday the hits just kept on coming as the men won both games of a

double-header with the Titans. In the
early game the men were up 2-1 but
then lost the lead on a Titan homerun
which made things 3-2 in the sixth.
Then in the bottom of the sixth, Wright
State took the lead when Ross Oeder
pushed a bases loaded single past the
Titan third baseman, scoring two for
the Raiders. The 4-3 margin would be
enough to hold off Detroit.
For the early game Ross Vagedes
and Pat Masters both provided two hits,
and Justin Wilson was two-for-three
with a run scored and an RBI to his
credit.
Chris Coleman got the start for the
Raiders. The sophomore went six
innings, allowing three runs on six hits
while striking out five Titans.
The late game had the same outcome, but the Raiders made the victory
look much easier. The men scored three
runs in the first and third innings and
added to the margin with an eight-run
sixth inning on their way to a 14-1
spanking of Detroit. In all the Raiders
produced 17 hits and 14 RBI's to go
with a sixth inning grand slam.
Chris Jergens was four-for-four in
the game with four RBI's; scoring four
runs, and crushing a 350 ft grand slam
to right field. Pat Masters went threefor-four with three RBI's and three runs
scored while Bryan Vickers went three-

Pitcher, #10 Chris Coleman launches a fast ball in a game against Detroit-Mercy.
for-three scoring a run and driving in an three-run ninth that sealed the Detroit
RBI.
victory.
Getting the start on the mound was
Every player in the Raider line up
Senior Kevin Kuntz who pitched five
reached base safely in the final game,
innings and allowed only one run on
but ten men were left stranded on the
seven hits, while striking out four batday. Chris Jergens, Vickers, Vagedes
ters.
and Masters all produced two hits
On Sunday the Raiders ended their apiece.
weekend on a sour note, losing the
Freshman Kyle Kearcher got the
finale by a score of 6-9. In the eighth
start on the mound for the Raiders, lastinning the men were four runs down
ing 6 and 2/3 innings and giving up
and were able to tie things up at six.
four runs and striking out six batters.
The offense then shut off for the
The Raiders are now 11-14 overall
Raiders, and the Titans produced a
and 3-1 in the Horizon League.

Men's and Women's Rugby start their spring seasons at home
KarisLDay
dayJ»l@wri^itedu
Although rugby is not listed as a
WSU varsity sport, the old F.nglish
sport runs rampant on the campus every
spring and fall. With beautiful skies and
solid temperatures, the men's and
women's rugby teams started their seasons at home against several strong
local teams. They did not win the tournament, but they did enjoy the shear
aspect of competition.
"Rugby is a combination of American soccer and football. But there is no
blocking and the only way the ball can
move forward is by kicking it. Throwbacks are allowed and scoring is similar
to our football." said Rugby President
Britt Joseph. "Getting the ball in the
end zone is worth five points, and the
extra is worth two points. A penalty is
worth three points." Rugby is a game of
patience because theie are no downs
like American football. Also. 15 players
are allowed on the field at one time.
"Currently we have 25 guys on the
team right now," Joseph said. "I have
been playing for seven years. I'm in my
fifth year at Wright State and I played
two years in high school. I can't say

that there is one particular thing that 1
enjoy about the game, but I just like

pie of tournaments or at least competititions under their belt. This was our first
week back from spring break." It was a
tough one at that.
"The difficulty in playing
Levi Papst scored for the Raiders,
while Packy Jeff Casteel and Back Joel
these schools is that most of
Calicoat earned MVP nods for their
them are on semesters.
outstanding play.
After the tournament, the players
They already have a couple
and referees enjoyed a round of chants
and
a
spirited uplifting by the opposing
of tournaments or at least
teams to prove that they are once again
competitions under their
friends after the battle on the field.
The men play again in Marion this
belt. This was our first week
Saturday, but both teams are in action
at the Ohio Northern University Tolict
back from spring break."
Bowl the following weekend. They
- Rugby President, Br in Joeseph
play every weekend until May 22nd,
except for a needed breather on WSU's
May Daze. Practices are held Tuesday
playing. We have guys on our team that Levi Papst punts away from the Jefmshr zone through Friday from 5-7 pm on the Vilhave never played rugby before and
lage Lawn and membership costs a
the field. Wittenberg landed the men's
some that arc returning for another
total of S30, a cheap, yet promising
title, while UD captured the women's
year."
good time.
bracket.
Among the schools competing in
All information regarding WSU
While their goal was to represent
the President's Cup held at WSU last
the home team with a tournament victo- rugby can be found on their student
Saturday were the Dayton men's and
organization webpage at
ry. the men lost both of their games,
women's rugby teams. University of
www.wright.edu/studentorgs/rugby/inde
one to Xavier. 19-7, and the other to
Cincinnati, University of Dayton, Witx.htm. Or you may contact Britt Joseph,
UD. 22-5. "The difficulty in playing
tenberg and Xavier University, just to
president, whose information is located
these schools is that most of them are
name a few. A total of ten teams took
at that site.
on semesters. They already have a couu
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Lady Raiders notch two wins over Green Bay
champs.

Kan* L Day

day.21@wiefitedu

For the sccond t;
ison the
WSU Softball team \v;.
> cancel one of their games u
illy
conditions. How ;ver, the L .
vinds
and dreary sky die' Srcak for Saturday's
doublehcadcr againsi UW-Grecn Bay.
The Raiders won the back-to-back
games by just one run each, 2-1.
This weekend was the Horizon
League opener for the Raiders. At the
start of the season WSU was picked to
finish fifth overall in the conference,
while Green Bay was given the last
place nod. After a tough spring break
trip to Florida and a rain out against
Dayton, the Raiders were glad to be
back at home, and they truly showed
their desire to repeat as Horizon League

STANDINGS

Conference Overall
Baseball

"We had some dutch hits
on Saturday.

That was the

difference between this
weekend and our trip to
Florida."
- Senior, Amy Price
Pitcher Amanda Cody continues to
wow teammates and fans alike as her
freshman season continues to roll on as
planned. Not only did she hold the
I'hoenix to one run and four hits, but
she hit the fence for a double. Later she
was knocked in by fellow freshman,
catcher Kristin Farley. Sophomore Lauren Boggs collected an RBI, allowing
Farley to score.
Green Bay just could not catch up
as they scored only one run at the end
of the game. Cody tallied her seventh
win to stand at 7-7 for the season with
a 2.49 ERA overall in 90 innings
pitched.
"Amanda (Cody) played the best

Knutson named Horizon League Player of the week
Josh Bute
Btirke-2-j ' ' w r i j ^ i L c d u

Wright State

3-1

11-14

Detroit

1-3

3-17

UIC

0-0

15-9

UW-Milwaukee

0-0

7-10

Butler

9-15

Youngstown State
Cleveland State

4-13
0-0

2-11

Softball
Wright State

2-0

12-17

Loyola

5-1

15-15

Butler

3-2

7-23

Cleveland State

2-3

7-16

Detroit

1-5

8-15

Youngstown State

0-0

14-8

UIC

0-0

13-18

UW-Grecn Bay

0-2

3-14

and Save IV
1 Bedroom $375 Month
$199 Deposit
10 MNUTES FROM W.S.U.
Lovington Arms Apartments
937-878-5991
www.lovingtonarms.com

Raiders. Steiner managed to swing a
triple, knocking a few of her teammates
home. Senior shortstop Erin Hanlon
also played a role in the Raider victory
as well; she scored the winning run.
"We had some clutch hits on Saturday. That was the difference between
this weekend and our trip to Florida.
Brandi (Steiner) came up big for us, as
did Amanda (Cody)." Senior Amy Price
said. Price currently leads the Raiders
in slugging percentage and looks to
only improve.
Because of distance the Raiders
will not be rescheduling the Sunday
game
against Green Bay. It is unknown
Senior, Amanda RutherfordfitIds a ball at the
fence againsi VW-Creen Bay last nveknut. whether or not they will make-up the
game against UD, but questions should
on Saturday. Actually, everyone
be directed to the athletic department
remained focused and played their
for information.
hearts out. This team is great...it's
The Raiders now stand at 12-17
always a fun time," freshman Ashley
overall and 2-0 in the Horizon League,
Cramer said of her fellow Raiders.
while Green Bay falls to 3-16 and 0-2.
"That's why I love playing at Wright
WSU will continue its busy schedule,
Stave. Everyone plays with passion."
playing a doublehcadcr at Toledo on
In the second game, sophomore
Tuesday and at Detroit on Wednesday
Kati Murnanc tallied her first win of
of this week. They will return home for
the season with a no-walk, seven strike- a Cleveland State doublcheader on Friout performance. Boggs and fellow
day afternoon at 3 p.m. and finish up
sophomore Brandi Stiener wei • the
the series on Saturday at 1 p.m., weathmain offensive weapons for the
er permitting.

Men's golfer Brandon Knutson
was named the Horizon League men's
golf athlete of the week for the period
ending on March 30th.
Knutson, a freshman from South
Bend, Indiana finished in 16th place at
the Eastern Kentucky Spring Invitational on March 26th and 27th to lead the
Raiders to a 9th place finish in the
field of fifteen teams. Shooting a sixover-par 220 for the weekend, Knutson
shot a 76 and a 70 on the first cL y of
competition and a 74 for the final Sunday round. The middle round score of
"Workout" - Nature of the Job,
Growth
Get fit. Get paid.
For port-time Package Handlers at
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout.
The work's demanding, but the rewords
are big. Come ioin our team, gel a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance
and break a sweat with the notion's
packoge delivery leader.

70 tied Knutson's career low round as a
Raider.
Thus far in the spring season
Knutson is averaging 76.3 shots per
round, good for sccond among the varsity golfers. Junior Marty Miller has the
lowest average with a 75.7. Right
behind Knutson are junior Brandon
Judy and junior Michael Tipton who
average 76.4 and 77.9 shots per round
respectively.
Knutson and his fellow teammates
were off from competition this weekend. They will be back in action April
9th and 10th in Huntington West Virginia at the Marshall Invitational and at
the Bullock Collegiate Classic on April
18th and 19th in Dayton. On the 24th

and 25th of April, the men will travel to
the First Energy Intercollegiate to be
held at Akron University. The men will
then round out their spring season with
the Horizon League Championships
held in Columbus, Ohio on the 27th
and 28 th of April.
With many of their young players
starting to get their game in order, the
Raiders will be looking to continue to
build. Having a cold and dreary winter
did not help them in the start of the
spring season. With wanner weather
here the team will begin to see an
improvement in scores and consistency
and hopefully as the temperatures rise
so will the Raiders.
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Great J o b Opportunities!!
Hiring

Students

Part-Time

NOW and Full-Time

During

Summer

& Breaks

Flexible
Hours & GREAT
PAY I!
We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

PART-TIME PACKAGE H A N D L E R S
Qualifications:
18 years or older
, ,
n
Musi be oble to lilt 50 Ibi *
* * * " " k
A b % to load, onload,
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ond iort pockoges
scheduled
Apply m person atFedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights. OH 45424
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Fedex.com/us/carecrs

$6.75 - $12.00/ Hour

461-6028
Located
Here In Dayton,
Just
Minutes
from Campus!!
Call R i c h or G a r t o d a y to set up a n interview!

Work Weekends,

Holidays,

or Part Time During

the School
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S c h e d u l e a n Interview A . S . A . P . Bring a Friend !

Supan prove? not to be your typical college runner
Burka24@wrigtitedi>
Sophomore Supan is a
rarity in the spoi
-celling at
two sports at the i
'cvel.
It's quite an a.
nment for
an athlete t< play at th
ege level
for his or hei "-articular sport. That
being said, it's a, even greater accomplishment to see sat athlete compete in
not one, but two varsity sports at the
collegiate level. Supan, a sophomore
from Litchfield, Ohio is doing just that
- competing for the Wright State cross
country team in the fall and also running sprints, hurdles and relays for the
women's indoor and outdoor track
teams in the winter and spring.
"You don't get a break like the
other sports. They're training all vear.
but you're in season all year, so it's a
little more difficult in that sense," said
the business major. Although the sports
have an obvious running connection,
the events in which Supan competes arc
on opposite ends of the spectrum.
In the summer and fall Supan
focuses on the distance training associated with cross country. From August
until November she works on bettering
her times for 3.1 mile women's collegiate cross country races. Then, just as
soon as he. cross country season is

over, she's right back indoors to start
practicing sprint work and hurdles for
the indoor and outdoor track teams.

At Buckeye High School in Litchfield. Supan went to state for track all
four years in events including the
4x 100-meter relay, the 4x200-meter
relay, the 200-meter dash and the 300" You don 7 get a break like
meter hurdles. Her best finish was third
the other sports. They're
at State in the 300-hurdles as a junior.
Supan was given the chance to
training all year, but you're
compete in both sports at WSU by Bob
Schul, who is the head coach for both
in season all year, so it's a
the cross country and track teams.
little more diffieult in that
"I figured 1 wouldn't be able to
run cross country...or at least not be
sense"
able to race at this level...I just wanted
to train with the team in the fall," said
-Sophomore, Stephanie Supan
Supan, remembering her initial talks
with Schul. "After I spoke with Bob
It would be expected that a cross
though, he said that I'd be running in
country runner would run the 5,000the actual (cross country) meets," said
meters or the 3,000-meters events when
Supan.
competing at a track and field meet.
Since last fall Supan has completSupan does not fit the mold though. In
ed 5 full seasons of either cross counher first two seasons here at WSU she
try, indoor or outdoor track and is curhas competed in the 4x100-meter relay,
rently in the midst of her second outthe 100-meter dash, the 400-meter dash
Stephanie Supan competed at Ohio I iihvrsity door track season.
on Saturday:
and the long jump. Nowadays she
For now the sophomore is focused
focuses on the 200-meter dash, the 100- to compete in such a wide variety of
on trying to qualify to the NCAA
races?
meter hurdles, the 400-meter hurdles
regional meet, as the outdoor season is
and the 4x400-meter relay, none of
"J started running cross country
nearly half-way over. Supan and her
which take her more than 70 seconds to my sophomore year of high school,
teammates will be competing at the
complete. Those times are a far cry
because a friend asked me !o and
Miami invitational this Saturday and a
from the 20 minutes and some odd sec- because my track coach told me I
number of other meets this month
onds that it takes her to finish a cross
should," said Supan. Since that time
before traveling to the Horizon League
country race. So how has she been able she has competed in both sports.
championships at Indianapolis in May.

Tennis teams fsce some of the best teams in the country
Injuries, fatigue, and tough competition are taking a toll on the Raiders
KarisLDav
KarisLDay

(fc*2i@wrightaiu
The men's and w omen's tennis
teams continue to struggle in their
spring seasons after a disappointing
weekend in Missouri last weekend. Of
course the Raiders gave it their all
while playing two very tough competitors, the Billikens of St. Louis and
Washington University, also in Missouri.
The men did this after falling to
the #22 1TA ranked school in the nation
last Wednesday. In Lexington, the
Raiders went 0-5, scoring only seven
total points. The University of Kentucky went into the match-up 12-5
overall and proved their dominance
over the Raider's 2-16 mark.
They followed up at Ball State
University, this time closing to a much
smaller gap. Junior Kevin Tcufel played
the strongest of the Raiders, 6-3, 6-4, in

,u
i one single's
• , slot. He then
the number
paired up with sophomore Brian Butt in
the first doubles match, but also lost 84, while the team went 0-7.
The Raiders continued to play with
only five men over the weekend, due to
injury. Several Raiders came close
against St. Louis. Teufel again lost a
tight set to Ikaika Jobc. 7-6 but lost the
first 6-1. Sophomore Brian Suvino and
Junior Scott Hayden also started out
right, winning 6-3 and 6-2 respectively,
but lost in a similar fashion in the next
two sets. Their doubles teams did not
fare well either.
Sophomore Presti Pierangelo lost
the fifth match to Taylor Curran, 6-0, 61. Butt also fell in the second spot to
Thomas Kwong of St. Louis. 6-0. 6-2.
The women were highlighted by a
Jessica Lee/Laura Culbcrston doubles
competition loss, 9-7. Freshman Audra
Beckett again played well, challenging
her competition to the end, 7-5, 6-4

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

Senior Jennifer Bagby almost had her
first victory since coming back to
action after an injury that sidelined her
for most of the season. Senior Maggie
Jacobs managed to score against Melissa Cutler of St. Louis in the fourth spot,
6-3, 6-2.
Lee tried to hold in the first single's spot, but lost to Katerina Lozanova 6-1, 6-3. Culbertson and freshman
Carla Haun also faced similar fates on
the court.
The Raiders traveled across town
to face the Washington University
Bears. Their men's team was ranked
7th in the 2004 Preseason ITA poll after
a 2003 "Elite Eight" finish. In a similar

Arik
2344 Grange Hall Rd.
Beauercreek

431-8751
Show Student ID
to Receiue a 10% discount.

453 Miamteburg-Centerville Rd.
Dayton, OH 45459

8851 Miller Lane
Dayton, OH 45414

Only $9.90 for a haircut.

light, their women's team was Preseason ranked 12th after making it to last
season's NCAA tournament.
Scores were unavailable for the
Washington match-ups, but both Raider
teams were trampled by the Bears.
WSU has only combined for four
total wins so far this season. While they
still have a long way to go, injury and
fatigue are taking their toll on the
Raiders. However, they will continue to
fight through the rest of the season in
hopes that they may turn it around.
I Aventis Bio-Senices

Aventis]

Easy Way to Savefora
Great Spring Break
Donate plasma at
Aventis Bio-Services
and earn up to £30
with each donation.
It's safe, easy -and
helps save lives.
inq \
already,; right?
Aventis Bio-Services
165 Helena Street
Dayton, Oh
(937) 224-1973

www.aventljbioierv1ces.com

Donate Plasma. It's A Powerful Thing.

Track team competes at the McDonald's Invitational
Lady Raiders continue build towards the Horizon league championships
4@wrif^iLedu
The women's track team trav> the McDonald's Invitational at
Oh, University on Saturday to compete against some of the top competition from Ohio.
In the field events a pair of freshman
pole vaulters, Jill Britton and Lauren
Brandin, led the Raiders. Brittton tied
for fifth place with a vault of nine feet,
10 inches. Brandin was close behind
her with a vault of nine feet, four inches. Both women scored in the event.
In the throws, freshman, Courtney Mann was the top placer for the
team in the discus, the shot put and the
hammer. In the discus she placed 16th
with a throw of 35.48 meters. In the
shot pu: and the hammer, Mann managed two 14th place finishes.
As for the other field events,
junior Jamie Paige and freshman Cathy
Mako competed in the long jump.
Mako jumped 14 feet and 10 inches for
22nd place, while Paige went 14 feet
and 9 inches to place in a close 24th.
Sophomore Jenny Ziegeler competed in
the javelin where she managed a solid

12th place finish with a toss of 27.2
meters.
Sophomore. Stephanie Supan
continued her success in the sprints
with yet another high finish in the 400
meter hurdles. Supan finished fifth with
a time of 65.5 seconds. She was also
the teams fastest 100 meter runner with
a 16th place finish, just barely edging
out junior teammate Ashlie Jenkins
who placed a close 17th. Another
Raider who preformed well was sophomore Jennifer Williamson who narrowly missed scoring with a ninth place
finish in the 100 meter hurdles with a
time of 18.23 seconds. The Raiders did
score however in the 4x100 meter relay
by placing 6th in a time of 49.84 seconds. Rounding out the sprint performances was senior Tana Blakely who finished 13th in the 400 meter dash with a
time of 61 seconds.
The lone br J,ht spot for the
Raider distance crew was freshman
Maria McVetta's performance in the
1500 meter run. McVetta ran a personal
best of 4 minutes and 59 seconds to
place 17th overall.
The Raiders will be looking to
continue their improvement at this

Junior, Jamie Paige (far left) competes in the 100 meter dash last nvekend at the McDonaldS InvitationaL
weekends Miami Invitational. There
gain more meet experience as they head
will be great competition at the meet
towards conference.
and each competitor will be looking to

The School of Professional Psychology
The University diversity Advisory Council
Student Life «& Lambda Union
Present:

Baseball:
7 Wednesday Ohio
9 Friday at UIC
10 Saturday at UIC (DH)
11 Sunday at UIC

W e Are Only As Good
As Our Weakest Part:

13 Tuesday Indiana
Softball:
7 Wednesday at Detroit
9 Friday Cleveland State (DH)
10 Saturday Cleveland State

Advocating for
GLBT Social Change

12 Monday Ohio (DH)
Track and Field:
10 Saturday at Miami Invitational

Barry Schreier, Ph.D.

Golf:

9-10 Fri-Sat. Marshall Invitational
Women's Tennis:
9 Friday Detroit
10 Saturday at UW-Milwaukee

Tuesday, April 13th
11:30 am - 12:30 pm
Student Union Multi-Purpose Room
Community Reception Following Presentation
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UCONN and Okafor take home the national title
Huskies prove to be too much for the Yellow Jackets
TradtlGO,

n

Whiu
O N N Huskies routed
(Jenrgia Tech
,ight ihey not only
made themselves look good, but tlie\
also ma !.' the experts that picked them
to be the best team in the country look
very smart.
From the beginning o f the season
to the end U C O N N was thought to be
the toughest basketball team from top

Sports ,
commentary
to bottom. There were times though
when they had their ups and downs and
appeared to be more beatable than most
people thought. ) m y s e l f was among the
U C O N N skeptics, but after their championship run they no longer had any
doubters and I am even among the
believers
They took each tournament game
o:.» at a rime and proved they could
play against a team like Duke w i t h their
best player in foul trouble. In fact they
showed late in the season that they
could play without their best player,
hmeka Okafor. when he was sideline
w i t h a list o f injuries. Surely, they
w o u l d not ha', e gotten as far as they did
without Okafor. but they proved they
were more than one man. Okafor got

his payment in the form o f M V P o f the
tournament and the team truly got what
they deserved 111 a National Championship.
It wasn't just the Huskies w h o
made this tournament so good though;
there were many reasons to be happy
w i t h the season and the tournament.
There was the story o f St. Joe's and
their incredible run and number one
ranking. T h i s was a team who many
people thought was just a soli bunch o f
guys who played an even softer schedule. There was also Stanford, the other
regular season undefeated. Then therewere those teams w h o every year surprise you when it comes tournament
time and prove to every fan that in a
w i n or go home format, anything van
happen. U A B . Nevada. Manhattan.
were j u s t a few o f the lesser knowns
w h o turned heads in the tournament.
Without the tournament w e w o u l d n ' t
even k n o w some o f these schools existed.
I think the best part about this past
season and the tournament, was th.it it
proved college basketball is still a great
game to watch even though more and
more o f the best high school talent is
going straight into the N B A . W i t h
Carmelo Anthony, going to the N B A
after one season and L c B r o n James
Connecticut's frjneka Okafor (50) blocks a shot hyGeorgia Tech's Hill Bvnum (II) during theseegoing straight into the N B A . many crit""•I half of the ( onnectkutHuskies .U- 7.1 vuiory.
ics were quick to say that college basI love college sports, because it
season was a great one and my hat goes
ketball was going to sutler in this newhas the feel good stories and you don't
off to the UC O N N Huskies and coach
age o f money driven sports, where they
have one guy playing for a different
John Calhoun, they did the toughest
key is to go pro early. Well i f anyone
team every year. The players, for the
thing any anyone team can do and that
thought this years season or tournament
-most part, do what is good for the team, is live up to everyone's expectations.
wasn't worth watching I w o u l d like to
not
what
is
always
good
for
them.
This
hear their argument.

www.goang.com

Fuel Your Future
Air National

Guard
OHIO

S p o r t s
100% SCHOLARSHIP
Our "Kicker" bonus can
earn you an extra $282 a month!! C o a a e n t a

^^improvement is a way erf lifeforAir National Guard members.
Here are some ways the A? National Guard can help you meet your educational and professional needs.

•A 100% Tuition Scholarship for members enrolled
in a state college for a minimum of six credit hours.

Q u e a t i o n 8

•The New Gl Bill, a federally funded educational entitlement program,
can give you up to $276 a month for full-time college attendance.
•The Gl Bill Kicker a federally funded educational entitlement program, can give you
up to an extra $282 amonth for full-time college attendance for enlisting in certain
skills.
•If you join the Air National Guard in certain critical skills, you'll be eligible for a
cash bonus of 5K and possibly qualify for the Student Repayment Program.
You can receive cotege crecft through the Commuiity Colege of the Air Force, and y c u l earn good pay for your one vwekend
per month and 15 days per year commitment The rest of your time is yours to go to school.

1-800-432-3856
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^Classifieds
Help Wanted
tor needed for WSU senior level
'CEG courses (especially CEG 433).
0.00/hour. Contact Dan 6am-3pm
ion-Friday. 255-9232.
Make Money taking Online Surveys.
Earn S10-S125 for Surveys. Earn S255250 for Focus Groups.
Visit www.cash4students.com/wright
CAMP TAKAJO ( >r Boys, Naples.
Maine. Picturesque lakefront location,
excepional facilities. Mid-June thru
mid-August. Over 100 counselor positions in tennis, baseball, basketball,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller hockey, swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
srchery, ceramics, fine arts, theater arts,
camp newspaper, music, photography,
vidcography, radio/electronics, nature
study, weight training, woodworking,
rock climbing, ropes course, secretarial,
nanny. Salary, room/board, travel
included. Call 800-250-8252 or apply
on-line at www.takajo.com.
Full and Part - time positions avaliable
in a laid back, yet fast-paced environment. Flexible hours and competitive
wages. Call (937) 864-2800.
•BARTENDING! $250/day potential.
No experience necessary. Training provided. Call 1-800-9654-6520 Ext. 187.
$12.75 base-appt. guaranteed starting
pay. Fun work environment with other
students. 10-40 hours/week around
classes/other job. Co-ops/ Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer service/sales, no telemarketing,
no door-to-door sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must have positive
attitude and good people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580
Need female attendant, 15-20 hours
weekly, a.m. hours and every other
weekend. 2 work references. $12 an
hour. West Carrollton area. Contact
Cathy via email: vance.2@wright.edu.
Leave name and number, etc.
Twigs Kids now hiring swim instructors and gymnastics coaches for preschool and tumbling classes. Training
provided. Call 866-8356.
BAR MAIDS AND WAITRESSES.
Applications now being accepted.
McGuffy's, 5418 Burkhardt Rd. Serious
applicants only.

THE BEST summer job in the
COUNTRY is working on the BEACH
with Telescope Pictures/Beach town
Studio in Ocean City, MD or
Wildwood, NJ. Earn up to $10,000.00
for the season! Yes- Housing is
Available. No experience necessary!!!
Can even be used as an internship!
(Sounds too good to be true- find out
for yourself) For more information visit
our website and APPLY ON-LINE
www.thesummerjob.com or call
1.800.652.8501. E.O.E.
Part-time Nanny/ Light Housekeeping
Needed. Dependable, reliable caregiver needed Mon-Fri 2pm-6pm in our
Bellbrook/Sugaicreek home caring for
two school-age children after school.
Includes light housekeeping, errands,
helping with homework. Must have
dependable car. Additional hours
available on snow days, summer.
Experience and inferences required.
(937) 602-2065

For Rent

Services

DAYTON Great Apt's. Perfect For Students & Professionals Near UD &
MVH. 1 or 2 bdrm, C/air, private parking, some with decks. Call Now . .
222-9645 or 223-9790
For Rent- 2 Bed rooms, 11/2 Baths, living room, dining room, kitchen
equipped with refrigerator, range, and
dishwasher. $600.00/month plus $600
deposit. Call 427-8837
Nice Neighborhood! Dayton! Belmont
area 2 bed, 2 bath, w/d, suite, 2 car
attached, heat and water included.
2000 sq.ft. $675/mo. Call 609-6622

Abortions thru 24 weeks. Free pregnancy test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 293-3917.
www.womansmedcenter.com

Classified ads start at just
$4 for students!
lust Call 775-5537 or visit our
in the Student Union.

The Guardian

National Alcohol
Screening Day

NEW LOCAL PHONE SERVICE.
Experience desired but not required.
Furnished leads provided. Reps average $600-900/ paid weekly.
Career/management opportunities.
Flexible hours, lots of fun, outdoor
work, transportation required. Best
college job you'll ever find! Call 1-800777-S902 to schedule and interview
between 10am and 1pm.

*

STUDENTS WANTED. Make extra
money collecting old cell phones.
www.BuyCellTrade.com

NASD is an educational self-assessment survey to be completed
anonymously by participants, a short screening interview with a health
professional, and a referral for a complete evaluation if indicated (to
treatment resources in the community). In addition to the screening we
will offer fun educational programs. We will be featuring the "Beer
Goggles", an apparatus which simulates the effect of varying levels of
intoxication on an individual's senses and coordination, Mock-tails (a
non-alcoholic cocktail), as well as snacks.

Announcement
5450 Group Fundraiser Scheduling
Bonus 4 hours of your group's time
PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1000 - $2000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with Campus Fundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Beer Goggle Basketball
&
Free Food, Fun, and Entertainment'!

Got an idea for a new business? The
i-Zone wants you to win the $100,000
business plan challenge. Deadline for
entry is April 16 at noon. Contact
Susanat 224-1518 or Susan@i-zone.org

10AM-2pm Thursday April 8,h
Student Union Atrium

CELL PHONES WANTED. We buy old
cell phones. www.BuyCellTrade.com

Sponsored by Center for Psychological scrviccs (CPS).
Student Life, and Campus Rccrcation. For more information call X3407 or X5570

COLLEGE ID NIGHT- EVERY TUESDAY- 2 0 % DISCOUKT ON POOL
•

~The Areas only P ull Size Snooker ~Table

• R e c o g n i z e d as t h e A r e a ' s B i g g e s t a n d B e s t
•

PROFESSIONAL

SIZE

POOL

TABLES

• FULL S E R V I C E BAR

• Nightly Drink Specials

a

$2.00 Off
any purchase
of $ 1 0 . 0 0

LOCATION OPEN IN BEAVERC
2 4 7 6 C o m m o n s Blvd.
Beav«*rcreek, O h i o
9 3 7 - 4 * 1 8315
—

p

8850 Kingsrfdga Drive
South of t h e Dayton Mall
937-432-1292

$2.
00 Off
any purchase

Yes, We Hav^e Great Burgers and Great Custom Toppings!
And Now We Have Great Variety Too!

of $10.00
or more

NEW Salads, Sandwiches, A p p e t i z e r s , Soups 6 Much More!
Taco Salad
Cat Fish grilleo or f r i e d
Southwest & Hawaiian
d r i l l e d Chicken Breast
Chicken Salads
Crispy Chicken
Chicken, Blackened Ribeye
Crispy Buffalo Chicken
Steak & Classic Caesar Salads
Crispy Chicken New Yorker
Ostrich, Turkey a
Ribeye Steak Sandwich
Garden Burgers
Big All Beef Hot Dog
FUDDS FAMOUS H A N D DIPPED MILK SHAKES
Its Fresh! Its Good! Its Fun! Its Fudd!

6IS0 KuigftdAK Of
UmuMwg, DHN7-*W- IW

•Sf-«5L

$2.
00 Off
any purchase
of $10.00
or more
UACIMWMI M

fttMrum M a W W HiS

SUMMER IMMERSION
PARALEGAL PROGRAM
Three-month
f u l l - t i m e certificate
program for four-year
college graduates.

Battery Jump

Air for a flat

A gallon of gas If
you run out on a
campus roadway.

Parkino and Trantportntlpn at 775-2528
between 8am and 8pm Monday thru Thursday
,u a r \ d 8 a m l h r u 3>Pm <>" F'»day.
After these hours for a jump ONLY, contact the
WSU Police Department at 775*2111

fipprovea r\
the American
liar Association
''nciorsed by
br C'olutubus
tar Association

For A d d i t i o n a l
Information:
Paralegal Program Office
303 E. Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 4 3 2 1 5
Phone: 614-236-6885
E-mail:
mming@law.capital.edu
Information
also
available on our
part-time
Paralegal
and Legal Nurse
Consultant
Programs.

E S T A B L I S H E D ,9(J3

C A P i TAL
UNIVERSITY
•lebrnting WO Years of Leadership
Premier Provider of Paralegal Education
For Over a Quarter of a Century

*

